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We report experimental evidence of phase synchronization of high dimensional chaotic oscillators in
a laboratory experiment. The experiment consists of a thermocapillary driven convective cell in a time
dependent chaotic regime. The synchronized states emerge as a consequence of a localized temperature
perturbation to the heater. The transition to phase synchronization is studied as a function of the external
perturbations. The existence and stability conditions for this phenomenon are discussed.
PACS numbers: 47.52.+j, 05.45.Xt, 05.45.JnIn the last decade, synchronization of chaos has become
a field of great interest. So far, four types of synchroniza-
tion have been studied in the case of a coupling between
two chaotic concentrated systems, namely, complete syn-
chronization [1], generalized synchronization [2], phase
[3], and lag synchronization [4]. Complete synchroniza-
tion implies a perfect linking of the two chaotic trajecto-
ries, so as they remain in step with each other in the course
of the time. Generalized synchronization implies the hook-
ing of the output of one system to a given function of the
output of the other system [2]. Phase synchronization (PS)
refers to a process whereby two weakly coupled systems
are characterized by a perfect locking of the chaotic phases,
whereas the corresponding chaotic amplitudes remain un-
correlated. Finally, lag synchronization consists of the fact
that the two signals become identical but shifted in time of
a lag time [4].
Since its theoretical proposal [3], PS has been discov-
ered to be ubiquitous in nature. Its emergence represents a
key feature in the dynamics, e.g., of the human cardiores-
piratory system [5], of an extended ecological system [6],
of the magnetoencephalographic activity of Parkinsonian
patients [7], and of the electrosensitive cells of the paddle-
fish [8].
In spite of a large body of evidence of PS in nature,
the study of such a phenomenon in a controlled labora-
tory experiment is not yet available. In this Letter, we re-
port experimental evidence of PS in a Bénard-Marangoni
convective experiment. This kind of experimental system
can be, in fact, considered a good candidate to approach
the study of PS, due to the presence of two basic mecha-
nisms ruling the chaotic behavior in the convective regime.
Namely, the two mechanisms are the destabilization of the
thermal boundary layer, creating isolated structures known
as thermals or thermal plumes, and the large scale convec-
tive circulation of the main flow, dragging and scattering
the thermals along the system [9–12].
Both mechanisms are present in the experimental setup
presented in Fig. 1. A rectangular cell made by insulating
material (Plexiglas) confines a layer of 100 cSt silicon
oil (depth 17.5 6 0.01 mm, Prandtl number 937), whose
surface is in contact with the atmosphere. The longitudinal0031-90070085(26)5567(4)$15.00 ©and transversal dimensions of the cell are 70 and 30 mm,
respectively, thus determining a longitudinal (transverse)
aspect ratio of 7017.5  4 (3017.5  1.71). The fluid
is inhomogeneously heated from below by an aluminum
heater (dimensions 40 3 40 mm) located at one extreme
of the bottom of the cell, attached to one of the cell’s wall.
The heater temperature (monitored in the heater mass
center) is kept constant at 52 6 0.05 ±C by a proportional
integrating-differentiating loop supplying an average
power of 4.37 W. Under these conditions, the dynamics
can be described by means of two main modes, namely, a
bulk mode (a large cell-filling roll) and a boundary mode
done by small scale thermal plumes originating close
to the boundary layer. The bulk mode is preferentially
excited by the asymmetric heating, while the boundary
FIG. 1. The experimental setup. A rectangular cell made of
Plexiglas confines a layer of 100 cSt silicon oil (depth 17.5 6
0.01 mm, Prandtl number 937). The longitudinal and transversal
dimensions of the cell are 70 and 30 mm, respectively. The
fluid is inhomogeneously heated from below by an aluminum
heater located at one extreme of the bottom of the cell, attached
to one of the cell’s wall. Measurements are performed within
the thermal boundary layer by a sensor T1 (a thermocouple
needle located 15 mm from the cell’s wall and 0.5 mm from the
bottom) and on the surface of the flow by an infrared sensor T2,
integrating over an area of 3 mm2. A thermoelectrical device (a
Peltier cell of 12 3 12 mm2) is inserted within the heater, driven
by an external power. The streamlines depict the direction of
the convective flow. Thermal plumes are drawn on the thermal
boundary layer by the main flow.2000 The American Physical Society 5567
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(bulk) mode is associated with a high (low) frequency
fH  4.46 3 1022 Hz (fL  9.39 3 1023 Hz) [11].
The two modes interact because the thermals originated at
the boundary layer are dragged along the flow by the bulk
mode and eventually reinjected into the boundary layer.
We should point out that the reinjection mechanism of the
thermals into the boundary layer is a peculiar property
of the free surface boundary condition. In a Rayleigh-
Bénard configuration, the existence of two boundary layers
would produce either hot and cold thermals, which would
interact throughout the transport phenomena determined
by the mean flow [13]. A theoretical model for describing
the effects of such an interaction in the above experimen-
tal setup has been recently offered [14], in terms of a
delayed dynamical equation, through which the formation
and propagation of space-time structures, such as phase
defects, have been identified and controlled [15].
In order to characterize the dynamics, we measure the
temperature oscillations within the thermal boundary layer
by a sensor T1 (a thermocouple needle) and on the sur-
face of the quasibidimensional flow by an infrared sensor
T2, integrating over an area of 3 mm2, which corresponds
approximately to that of the thermals dragged along the
flow [14]. The two arising signals are chaotic, with an
associated wide band power spectrum dominated by two
main frequencies and their nonlinear combinations. How-
ever, the spectrum of the signal T1 is dominated by the
frequency fH because the corresponding measurement is
performed within the boundary layer, and therefore it is
only slightly affected by the contribution of the bulk mode.
On the contrary, the spectrum of signal T2 shows fL as
principal frequency because, even though the correspond-
ing measurement is sensitive to both modes, it is extracted
from an area where plumes are less prevalent.
In order to produce phase synchronization between T1
and T2, we have inserted a thermoelectrical device (a
Peltier cell of 12 3 12 mm2 area and 3 mm depth) within
the heater, delivering a modulation of the temperature,
controlled by a sinusoidal power Wp  A sinvt. Such
a modulation represents a tiny perturbation to the heater
temperature (in the whole experiment, the effective energy
dissipated in the Peltier cell has been less than 5% of the
total energy dissipated in the heater). The external driving
technique for the synchronization of chaotic oscillators has
been theoretically proposed quite recently [16]. Within the
experimental resolution (typically 61.5 3 1025) the two
frequencies fH and fL maintain an incommensurate ratio
in the whole range of external perturbations. Let us dis-
cuss the meaning of phase synchronizing the signals T1
and T2. The two modes of the dynamics are originated by
very different physics mechanisms (a bulk spatially coher-
ent convection and a boundary layer instability). Adjusting
the phases of the measured signals implies adjusting the
phase relationship with which the plumes are reinjected
into the boundary layer by the main convective flow, that5568is, determining a dynamical relationship between the two
interacting modes. In the following, we will extract con-
ditions for building up such phase relationships with the
help of only a local small time dependent perturbation in
the boundary layer.
In order to analyze the phases of the chaotic signals T1
and T2, we have assumed the formalism proposed by Ga-
bor [17], consisting of extracting the phase of a scalar
signal st from the associated complex analytic signal




t2t dt, PV mean-
ing that the integral is considered in the sense of the
Cauchy principal value. From now on we will denote
with w1 (w2) the phase extracted from the signal T1 (T2)
and with wp the phase imposed by the sinusoidal modula-
tion on the Peltier (wp  vt). The results are reported in
Figs. 2 and 3.
Without forcing, the signals T1 and T2 are reported in
Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively, together with their spectra
(Figs. 2c and 2d). The two phases w1 and w2 evolve in an
unsynchronized manner (Fig. 3a, region I). We then fix the
amplitude of the perturbation at A  1.85 3 1021 W, and
gradually changev. By selectingv  2pfH (region II of
Fig. 3a), the phasew1 synchronizes withwp , while the per-
turbation does not affect the behavior of w2. The resulting
signals are reported in Figs. 2e and 2f with the correspond-
ing spectra in Figs. 2g and 2h. This fact suggests that forc-
ing with the natural frequency of the boundary mode only
the mechanism of thermal formation can be affected in the
phase, while the bulk mode is essentially unaffected by the
perturbation. In region III of Fig. 3a, v  2pfL. In this
case, the perturbation is resonant with the frequency of the
bulk mode, and therefore the phase w2 synchronizes with
wp , while w1 evolves unsynchronized. Again, the corre-
sponding signals (spectra) are reported in Figs. 2i and 2j
(Figs. 2k and 2l). In order to obtain phase synchroniza-
tion between bulk and boundary modes, one must select
v to be the subharmonic of fH close to fL. In region
IV of Fig. 3a, v  2pfS (fS  7.50 3 1023 Hz  fH6 ).
In this case, the perturbation succeeds in synchronizing the
phases of the two signals. The signals T1 and T2 and their
spectra are shown in Figs. 2m and 2n and Figs. 2o and
2p, respectively. A similar condition for the frequency of
the control modulation was experimentally derived in an-
other context, such as the control and suppression of the
chaotic oscillations of a loss-modulated CO2 laser [18]. A
relevant difference here is that the signals remain chaotic
in the collective PS state, that is, the perturbation does
not change the chaotic high dimensional nature of the dy-
namics, but only determines the hooking of the phases of
the chaotic signals. From Figs. 2m and 2n, one can see
that the locking in the chaotic phases is not associated
with any apparent correlation in the global chaotic signals.
As for the high dimensionality of the chaotic signals T1
and T2, by calculating in our data the false nearest neigh-
bors dimension (FNND) [19], we have checked that, in all
cases, the FNND came out to be 5 or greater. This fact
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Fourier spectra [(c),(d),(g),(h),(k),(l),(o),(p)] of the two signals
T1 (left column) and T2 (right column). (a)–(d) Without forc-
ing. (e)–(h) A  1.85 3 1021 W, wp  2pfHt. (i)–(l) A 
1.85 3 1021 W, wp  2pfLt. (m)–(p) A  1.85 3 1021 W,
wp  2pfSt.represents a noticeable difference with respect to phase
locking phenomena studied in Rayleigh-Bénard configu-
rations in the past [20], where the resulting dynamics con-
sisted in a quasiperiodic state with commensurate ratio
between the high and low frequencies associated to the
boundary and bulk modes. Furthermore, phase locking has
been observed in more recent experiments in self-sustained
oscillations of a confined jet [21], in the pulsed dynamics
of a fountain [22], in memory-induced low frequency oscil-
lations in closed convection boxes [13], and in the coupling
of rotating water jets by surface waves [23]. Again, the
novelty in our experiment is the occurrence of phase syn-
chronization phenomena within a chaotic regime induced
by an external perturbation.
Let us now move to discuss how PS depends on the
amplitude of the perturbation, at a given frequency. By
setting v  2pfS , and gradually increasing A, we report
in Fig. 3b the temporal behavior of Dw2,p  jw2 2 wpj.
The figure clearly depicts the transition from the non-
synchronized state (A  0.035 W) toward the phase syn-
chronized state ( A  0.185 W) through an intermediate
state (A  0.144 W) where the system is at the border-
line of phase synchronization, displaying 2np phase jumps
FIG. 3. (a) Temporal evolution of the phases w1, w2, and wp .
(Region I) Without forcing. (Region II) A  1.85 3 1021 W,
wp  2pfHt. (Region III) A  1.85 3 1021 W, wp 
2pfLt. (Region IV) A  1.85 3 1021 W, wp  2pfSt.
(b) Dw2,p  jw2 2 wp j (in radians) vs time (in seconds) for
(I) A  0.035 W, (II) A  0.144 W, and (III) A  0.185 W.
The inset zooms in on the echelon structure composed of the
phase jumps occurring in (II).5569
VOLUME 85, NUMBER 26 P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S 25 DECEMBER 2000FIG. 4. Dw1,2  jw1 2 w2j (in radians) vs time (in seconds)
without modulation (region I), with modulation (v  2pfS ,
A  0.185 W, region II), with a noisy forcing (region III),
and switching on again the sinusoidal modulation after noise
(region IV).
(n integer) among successive plateaus of constant phase
difference (visible in the inset of the same figure). This in-
termediate state was theoretically predicted as a clear sig-
nature of the occurrence of phase synchronization [3].
Finally, we study the stability of PS in our experiment.
In Fig. 4 we report the temporal behavior of Dw1,2 
jw1 2 w2j during a long experimental trial in which we
initially let the system evolve unperturbed (region I). The
Peltier modulation was switched on at t  2500 s (v 
2pfS , A  0.185 W) to build up the phase synchronized
state (region II). At time t  7500, the driving modulation
is changed to a random modulation. At each second we
have updated the modulation power from a white noise flat
distribution between 0 and 0.185 W. As a consequence,
the system leaves the synchronized state (region III).
Finally, at t  10 000 s, the noisy modulation is re-
changed into the previous sinusoidal modulation. The rele-
vant result is that a phase synchronized state is again set
in (region IV), thus demonstrating the stability of the col-
lective state against external noise. Furthermore, looking
at the two phase synchronized states (regions II and IV),
one can appreciate the different transient time needed to
reach synchronization. In particular, the noise is actually
enhancing the occurrence of phase synchronization. The
noise effect in enhancing PS will be reported in detail
elsewhere.
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